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    Pope Francis said, "Artists...are called to

shine beauty especially where darkness or

gray dominates everyday life." Pope

Francis' quote is manifested in the newest

art exhibit at Catholic Charities of Central

New Mexico. This past Spring, the

Archdiocese of Santa Fe, Catholic

Charities, and many local community

partners came together to support asylum-

seekers through the Companions on the

Journey project. With little time to prepare,

staff and volunteers welcomed and assisted

several migrant families to reach their

next destination, including sponsors and

family members in the United States. Over

250 volunteers, including Br. Bernard

Keele, came together to assist families by

offering shelter, food, clothing, and

hygiene items. As families arrived, they

were often exhausted, anxious, and were

faced with many uncertainties. Despite

these initial feelings, as families had time

to rest, they chose to shine beauty in the

midst of the gray.
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    Along with food, clothing, and hygiene items, children were given stuffed toys and craft

supplies to create a sense of normalcy in an unfamiliar environment. Before long, the plain

white walls of the shelter were transformed into a beautiful mosaic of colorful art made by the

children. These little artists created portraits of Jesus, churches, homes, and other joyful scenes

like animals and rainbows. Many of the children expressed words of gratitude in their artwork.

Some captions read, "Thank you to everyone single one of you for your love and affection. You

made us feel at home," and "God bless you and thank you for the love that the country has given

us each day."  

    Brother Bernard Keele was one of the volunteers who served as a companion on the journey.

He served warm food, cleaned dishes, and even helped to collect the children's artwork for the

exhibit. Br. Bernard shared, "In the midst of this uncertain environment, the children were

creating beautiful works of art. Art is universal and so unifying. It was God's love and God's

beauty shining through these children."  Staff members at Catholic Charities decided to place the

children's art behind a fence for the exhibit. Br. Bernard shared, "There are many interpretations

for the final presentation. One [interpretation] that I really love is that it shows that you can't

keep God's love from shining through. You can put up barriers or fences, but the beauty of God's

love will always shine through." 

    Carolina Romero, the Catholic Charities' Programmatic Outreach Liaison, shared that the

exhibit's mission is to keep the conversation and memory of the Companions on the Journey

program alive. Her dream is to make this a mobile exhibit to share with local parishes and

community groups. To learn more or to support Companions on the Journey, visit

www.ccasfnm.org. 

SHINING BEAUTY CONTINUED  

 



MERCY IN MOTION
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Eduardo Espinosa, OFMVisiting the Prisoner 
   In Scripture, Jesus shares with his disciples that

there will be a final judgement and its criterion will

be the deeds of mercy that have been done for

the least of his brothers. These corporal works of

mercy not only include providing resources like

food, shelter, and drink, but also include personal

presence, such as visiting the sick and imprisoned.

Ministry of the incarcerated is one example of

mercy in motion. 

   Since 2011, Chris Kerstiens, OFM, has felt called to

serve the members of the Body of Christ that are

imprisoned. Fr. Chris did not always feel this way.

He admitted that it was only after he realized the

great need that he was willing to face his fear. Now

after spending time with the incarcerated through

retreats, Bible studies, one-on-one sessions, and

Sacraments, he not only enjoys it but describes it as

his passion. 

    "There is a stereotype that inmates are

inhumane, but every prisoner, even violent

offenders, have a large degree of humanity about

them." Fr. Chris shared that an unfortunate but

common theme in many inmates lives is a deep level

of childhood trauma. Many inmates grew up in

unpredictable environments where they felt

constantly unsafe. This ongoing psychological and

emotional trauma often causes post traumatic stress

disorder. Knowing about the inmates' backgrounds

and challenges offers a framework for Fr. Chris to

minister in a way that is adapted to their needs. It is

crucial for ministry of the incarcerated to be

reliable and consistent. "It is important, as a

Franciscan, that I work very directly with inmates. I

not only celebrate Mass and hear confessions, but it

is also through my personal interactions with them

and from being seen."  Fr. Chris hopes that in the

future more ministers, including Catholic and non-

Catholic alike, will get more involved with our

incarcerated brothers and sisters. 

 

 

 

 

   Shortly after the historic New Mexico

State Penitentiary riot in 1980, a

corrections officer, Andy Carrillo, was

inspired to bring the Curcillo

movement to local prisons. As the

retreat was adapted for the needs of

the incarcerated, it became a new

movement, named Encuentro, and it

spread throughout New Mexico.

Encuentro is the only program in the

nation that provides an off-site 4-day

retreat for approved inmates.

Encuentro has led to a decrease in

recidivism. "Inmates have a certain

experience that is life changing enough

that most who do Encuentro, never set

foot again in a prison." The retreat

emphasizes: sharing personal stories,

making new positive changes,

reconciliation among relationships,

utilizing available resources, drug and

alcohol addictions, and interacting

with other inmates. Most importantly,

the retreat emphasizes the message of

grace, mercy, and God's love.   

   This past October, 33 inmates from

the Central New Mexico Correctional

Facility participated in Encuentro.

These inmates responded to a personal

invitation from their peers, who are

other inmates that previously attended

the retreat. It was a grace-filled

experience for those in attendance, and

many shared positive testimonies at

the conclusion on the retreat. We

continue to pray for the Encuentro

program that it may continue to lead

inmates to experience God's mercy and

love. 

 
Encuentro



"RECEIVE THIS HABIT"
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Erasmo Romero, OFM

    In the Novitiate Chapel, the side chapel of historic Mission Santa Barbara, OFM friars

gathered with guests from the Capuchin and Conventual Novitiates, and with some local

supporters, to witness the Investiture of eleven novices,[including Jesus Osornio from Our Lady

of Guadalupe Province].

    The ceremony began with a hymn and a gathering prayer that included the ritual of all

present being sprinkled with water. The first reading was in English—from Celano’s Life of St.

Francis. The second reading was from the Gospel of Matthew proclaimed in Spanish—“Whoever

wants to be my disciple must deny themselves and take up their cross and follow me…" The

reflection on the readings was opened to all in the assembly, whomever wished to speak stood in

their place. Seven friars shared what the sign of the habit meant to them.

    One friar from each of our six provinces led the Rite of Investiture. Handing each novice from

their province a folded habit, we heard each novice greeted by name, then “Receive this habit of

probation in the Order of Friars Minor. It is a sign of your commitment to your brothers, the

Church and the world in service to Christ and His Church.”

    The novices processed out to the sacristy to don their new habits. In a short while, in

processed the eleven newly clad novices. They stood in the middle of the chapel, and we sang a

moving Blessing Prayer based on the ‘Suscipe’ of St. Ignatius. After heart-felt Intercessions, we

prayed the Lord’s Prayer and received a Blessing. The Closing Song began with the verse “Sing, O

sing like the wind and sea; let music fill the skies! Lift your voice like the thund’ring waves: let

songs of praise arise! Praise God with drums and dancing! Praise God with flute and horn!

Blessed be our God, Mighty Lord of All!”

 

Reflection by Mark Schroeder, OFM.
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A monthly reflection on our
Franciscan Heritage by Jack

Clark Robinson, OFM 
 
 

INTO OUR 

TRADITIONS

 Article 28 §1 of the General Statutes states: 

Friars are to be appointed in each House and

Province, according to the norms of the

Particular Statutes, to compile the chronicle,

take care of the archives and exercise other

offices necessary for the life of the fraternity.

Our tradition says that we should keep

records of the things that the friars do, both

with written documents, such as a chronicle,

and by other means, such as the collecting an

archive which includes many things, written

records and artifacts.  But most telling in

Article 28 is what is implied by the last

phrase “necessary for the life of the

fraternity.”   Though maybe not many see it

this way with me, I believe that our General

Statutes are stating here that chronicles and

archives are necessary for the life of the

fraternity.

 

If we believe that God is at work in the

actions of the friars (If we do not believe that,

why would we ever become friars?), then our

chronicles and archives are not only the

records of what we are doing, they are the

record of what God is doing through us. 

I believe in the necessity of the study of

history for the good of our present and our

future. To fail to study history is to me in

some ways akin to failing to study Scripture

or failing to participate in the Sacraments,

because the failure to study
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history – and we hope learn from that

study – is to say that there are things that

God has done through my brothers and

sisters, through other Franciscans and

through me, which are not important.  God

wastes nothing, whether good or bad, so the

study of history allows God to instruct us

about some of the things that God has done

while we were not looking.

 

I have long had a personal definition of the

study of history: “To have a conversation

with people who have been to times and

places where we cannot go.”  That definition

implies that we can learn from listening, but

that we are not bound by what has

happened in the past.  We can move on; we

can help move forward the whole human

conversation, and build-up of the reign of

God in our world, which is the ultimate end

of all history.  We do add to the

conversation from our personal experience,

the knowledge and wisdom, which we have

now that was unknown to those in the past.

We are not bound by the past, but we can

learn from the study of the past more than

we can imagine.  Over and over again, the

past has shaped who we are today in

thousands of ways. Knowing that the way

things are now is not the way that they have

always been can free us to try new things

and not blindly cling to tradition, even as 

            

 Why Study History?
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we honor our traditions and those who have

handed them on to us.

 

Not all traditions, not all of the things that

we gain from the study of history are

monumental or earth-shattering, but they

can make our lives richer for our

appreciation of them.  Just think for a

moment, what it would have been like to

have been at the first picnic at Wheat Fields

Lake on the Navajo Reservation, one of our

summer friar traditions.  Who was there?

(OK, we are all probably sure that John

Friebel was cooking, but who else was

there?) What did they talk about?  How was

their conversation like or unlike the one of

a few months ago?   Who first had the idea

of “Play Day” in place of Labor Day as a

gathering of friars in Albuquerque on the

first Monday of September?   Did that friar

or those friars realize that in that simple

idea, gathering for a cookout, they were

creating something that would have an

impact on hundreds of friars for decades to

come? How about a bit of history that I

remember, the creation a tradition that

began when Joe Nelson proposed at our first

Provincial Chapter in 1985 that we have an

annual gathering of the friars, giving birth

to the APA which we have had ever since. 

The innovations of the past became today’s

traditions, and our far-sighted ideas can be

the historical moments tomorrow.

 

We are the inheritors and creators of

tradition and history. To engage ourselves

with history and carry on this conversation

will help us learn not only from each other,

but also from all of the saints and sinners

who have gone before us.  To preserve,

study, and share our history truly is an

attempt to better proclaim the timeless

Gospel to the praise and glory of God Who

writes straight with all our crooked

historical lines.

INTO OUR TRADITION CONTINUED

AVAILABLE WHEREVER BOOKS ARE SOLD

Franciscan History Hitting Bookstore Shelves!

Franciscan Friars Coast to Coast

Jack Clark Robinson, OFM

  

Now available wherever books are sold

or online at:

 www.arcadiapublishing.com and

www.amazon.com
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Erasmo Romero, OFM

    Franciscan friars entered the religious

landscape of the United States in 1539 and

remained part of colonial history in

Georgia, Florida, New Mexico, Texas,

California, and Louisiana until they were

no longer colonies. A Franciscan mission

revival began in the 1840s when groups of

Franciscan friars arrived with Irish,

German, Polish, Italian, and eastern

European immigrants. In the 20th century,

the friars began to accompany Latin

American and Vietnamese immigrants. The

number of Franciscan friars peaked in the

United States in the 1960s. In the midst of

that boom, they engaged in such issues as

civil rights and the changes that came to

the Catholic Church after the Second

Vatican Council. Despite aging and

declining numbers in the last 50 years, the

Franciscan friars remain active.

Franciscans were—and still are—woven

deep into the fabric of US history, and in

their archives, they have the pictures to

prove it. Images of work with Native

Americans, in soup kitchens, with social

service agencies, and in parishes, schools,

and universities provide a compelling look

at this little-known part of US history.

AVAILABLE WHEREVER

BOOKS ARE SOLD

CONTINUED 

Overview 

    To make this book a reality, Father Jack

collaborated with six Provincial Archives

since July 2018. "What we tried to do with

Franciscan Friars Coast to Coast, is to share a

thin slice of the pie that is Franciscan history

in the United States." The book achieves this

by sharing who the Franciscans are, what they

do, and what their impact across the United

States has been throughout history. The

history of six Franciscan provinces are

highlighted through photos that capture friar

commonalities, ministries, their humanity,

and of course fun! The photos, which range

from baseball games to first professions, share

the common goal of telling the untold stories

of the friars. " I wanted people to see friars in

their natural state, so to speak, as men of

faith, men of prayer, men of services, and of

course brothers to one another." 

    For a quarter of a century, Father Jack

Clark Robinson has studied and taught the

history of the Order of the Friars Minor.

When talking about Franciscan history, he

beams with excitement, "Working with the

archives is my joy as someone who writes

and teaches history." 



Joseph Nelson, November 2nd 

Gino Correa, November 5th

Gerald Grantner, November 7th

Andrew Hernandez, November 10th

Erasmo Romero, November 12th 

Hilaire Valiquette, November 24th

Alex Rich, November 28th

 

 

BIRTHDAY 

WISHES

Heavenly Father,  

Years ago today, you blessed the world with Joseph, Gino, Gerald, Andrew, Erasmo, Hilaire

and Alex. Thank you for the gift of their life. We ask you to bless them during their birthday

month and to keep them in Your care, now and in the coming year. Amen.

THE PADRES' TRAIL IS A MONTHLY NEWSLETTER DISTRIBUTED BY

 OUR LADY OF GUADALUPE PROVINCE. 

JACK'S

JOURNEYS
December
 December 9-10

 Definitorium Meeting

December 9                      

Appreciation Dinner for Provincial Staff

December 10                     

Province Celebration of Our Lady of Guadalupe 

Franciscan Province of Our Lady of Guadalupe 

1204 Stinson Street SW

Albuquerque, NM 87121

Past editions are posted online at: 

http://www.swfranciscans.org

 

Alex Rich, Director of Communications

arich.swfranciscans@outlook.com

 November 4                       

Guardian Gathering 

 November

LET PERPETUAL LIGHT SHINE 

   November 1st marked the first day of the Thirty-Day All Souls Novena. Friars gathered at

the Casa Guadalupe Provincial House Chapel to pray for the deceased loves ones of friends and

family of the Province. A votive candle, surrounded by the names of our beloved, will remain lit

throughout the month of November. We express gratitude to Brother Bruce Michalek and the

development team for providing and coordinating the novena. 

 

Remembrance Novena 


